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           Present 
 

Julie Ampadu  Working Group Chair  
Sarah Jackson Moore Stephens  
Rob Williams  CISI 
Sonal Ruparelia Compliancy Services Limited  
Gary Kershaw APCC Director 
Lindsey McCracken  fscom 
Gabby Holloway  APCC Membership Services (Minute Taker) 

           Apologies for Absence  

 
Andrew Jacobs   Moore Stephens   
Gillian Gallacher  Gem Compliance  
Georgia Ciulla  Lysis Financial 
Edona Vata Lysis Financial 

 

1. Recap on key points from last meeting 

Julie reminded the group that at the last meeting they established that there is a gap in higher 
education to financial services training which relates directly to compliance. The group also 
discovered that many firms including Moore Stephens are developing their own in-house 
development programmes for Compliance Consultants. The CISI currently offer a Senior 
Compliance and Risk Apprenticeship – this appears to be the closest fit to a Compliance 
Consultant Apprenticeship that is currently available. There is a possibility of adding elements 
to this Apprenticeship Scheme rather than creating a whole new course. Julie explained that 
she has been in contact with a couple of trailblazers, she advised the group that she has asked 
them to attend the next meeting with the working group.  

Emily Austin is the original trailblazer for the ‘Senior Compliance and risk Specialist’ Standard.  
Emily has now moved onto a new role outside of financial services and Iain Gallagher who works 
for Santander has now taken over. JA has previously emailed Iain with no response and will keep 
trying to make contact with him.  Emily has informed JA that many of the financial services 
apprenticeship standards are due to be reviewed and so this is a good time to be making contact 
with Iain about our interest in the above Standard. 

 

2. A discussion of potential gaps between the competencies required within the current 'Senior 
Compliance & Risk Specialist' Apprenticeship Standard and a (potential) 'compliance 
consultancy' apprenticeship Standard 
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Julie informed the group that there are two documents that need to be reviewed in order to 
design an Apprenticeship Programme, these are the Apprenticeship Standards and the 
Apprenticeship Assessment Plan. Julie explained that the Apprenticeship Standards sets out 
what the requirements are and what will be covered, whilst the Apprenticeship Assessment Plan 
explains exactly what the apprentice will be assessed on.  

The Standard for Senior Compliance and Risk Specialist had previously been distributed to the 
group following the previous meeting and JA asked for feedback on any obvious gaps between 
this Standard and areas that we would expect to be developed for a ‘Compliance Consultant’ 
apprenticeship standard.  Comments in relation to financial promotions, practical elements of 
working as a consultant (rather than as an employee) and within the financial services sector, 
were mentioned. 

Rob suggested an initial conversation with The Institute for Apprenticeships (IFA) would be 
valuable, this would identify whether there is a gap in the market for a new Compliance 
Consultant Apprenticeship, ultimately, they will be able to give the most information. Rob has a 
contact at The Institute for Apprenticeships that he will share with Julie.  

Julie advised the group that they would have to locate a training provider who will provide a 
training programme for the knowledge side of the apprenticeship. The skills and behaviour side 
of the apprenticeship will be developed by the employer – this could be a challenge. Potentially, 
if this Apprenticeship Scheme was ready the APCC could offer this out as an open apprenticeship 
to bring one cohort together from several firms.  

 

3. Next steps  

Julie is to contact The Institute for Apprenticeships about the need for an Apprenticeship for this 
industry type. Julie will also contact the trailblazer and invite them to the next meeting. 

It was suggested that the group should start to identify what potential elements could be added 
into the existing Apprenticeship.  

Next meeting – Monday 10th September 2018, 12.30 – 14.30, at Eight Club Bank, 1 Change Alley, 
London, EC3V 3ND.  


